3 Spotlights in The NLPI Digital Interaction @ your Library

Chinese Book History Digital Experience Center
The Center presents the evolution of Han characters, book binding and printing skills in the 5000-year-long Chinese history. The public can learn related knowledge in a fun way through several interactive devices.

31 Taiwanese Animation Works Digital Leisure Center
The Center offers Taiwanese original animation to the public. People can preview and choose the video directly through the touch screens. It highlights the creation produced by Taiwanese animators, and promotes a playful way to help children with learning as well.

Cooperation with 20 Colleges of Design Digital Art Center
The Center is designed as a digital gallery to collect artworks and interactive multimedia created by student designers. It provides a platform for student designers to present their creative ideas and encourages them to pursue their dreams.

Sponsored by Mary Elizabeth Wood Traveling Fellowship from Library Association of the Republic of China(Taiwan) for participating the poster session of the 79th IRLA General Conference and Assembly in Singapore, 2013.